Virtualization & Private Cloud Expertise
“Viscosity has earned their
place as a most valued
Partner for our IT department.
Their professionalism and
dedication allowed us to meet
our commitments to internal
business units, and provide
a better performing, better
architected system.”
- Senior Director,
IT McAfee, Inc.
(an Intel Company)

Oracle Performance Assessment
We specialize in private database cloud. Whether you choose to
leverage a hypervisor, implement RAC or leverage Exadata as your
consolidation platform, we can take you where you want to go. We
also will help you with your Oracle licensing by telling you where you
can over-commit and where you need to be conservative.
We have VMware Certified Professionals, Oracle VM Certified Specialists in the x86
platform, and strong skills in Oracle Sun virtualization. Since we are virtualization
agnostic, we can help customers decide which virtualization technology makes
the most business sense.
With Viscosity’s expertise and deep knowledge in virtualization technologies,
we can help customers migrate their silo’ed infrastructure to the virtualized
database infrastructure. Our most heavily leveraged skill set has been in the area
of migrating customers off of AIX and Solaris platforms to Linux (to VMware or
OVM).

Oracle Certified GoldenGate
Implementation Specialists
Oracle Certified RAC Experts

Additionally, we have developed best practices for implementing database
consolidation using RAC and ASM, as well as in Exadata Configurations. We
have RAC expertise in AIX, HP, Sun and Linux platforms (Red Hat, Oracle Linux
and SuSe) and on NFS, OCFS2, and ASM storage platforms. Our panel of RAC
experts have implementation experience in 10g / 11g / 11g Release 2 RAC.

OEM Cloud Control Monitoring
OEM Cloud Control Management
Integration

Whether you’re consolidating onto Oracle Exadata, RAC, EMC, VCE, SQL,
VMWare or Oracle VM, when you lean on Viscosity, you’re partnering with
genuine experts and acclaimed authors of industry best practices.
Learn more about how you can maintain and maximize your investments at
www.viscosityna.com. For more information, email us at sales@viscosityna.com.
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